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I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

This task is part of a larger project to assess the feasibility of publishing the next version of the 

HL7 Consolidation CDA Implementation Guide using the FHIR tooling stack. The larger project 

aims to: 

• provide web access to the published C-CDA Implementation Guide 

• take advantage of the FHIR StructureDefinition Resource to share templates between 

multiple tooling stacks without manual intervention 

• incorporate guidance from additional supplemental and companion guides published to 

augment C-CDA. 

• incorporate new templates and new versions of existing templates into the C-CDA 

repository of templates, which implies a need to update templates in a way that causes 

all templates referencing a new or updated template to also be versioned.  

• Utilize a common set of tools and processes for implementation guide development and 

publishing 

 

The larger project was developed because the currently Trifolia Workbench tooling used to 

maintain and publish C-CDA lacks capabilities to support the on-going maintenance and 

evolutionary needs of the product.  A decision was made by SDWG and the CDA Management 

Group at the January 2019 WG meeting to require that any future updates to C-CDA would be 

undertaken in new ways that addressed these goals and produced a web-accessible publication 

that improved implementer access to the specification. 

 

This task involves 2 phases of work. The first phase was initiated to explore the feasibility of 

creating an online accessible version of C-CDA R2.1 Volume 1 using Trifolia-on-FHIR. Further, a 

second phase would use Trifolia-on-FHIR to expand the information in C-CDA R2.1 Volume 1 to 

include additional guidance developed for the C-CDA R2.1 Companion Guide R2 being balloting 

in July as an early HL7 September Ballot. 

 

To address the larger project, HL7 also has initiated two additional tasks with other resources to 

explore the feasibility of creating an online accessible version of C-CDA R2.1 Volume 2 using 

Trifolia-on-FHIR and/or Art-Décor.  

 

Together, the results of these three tasks will be used to determine a path forward for the 

ongoing maintenance and evolution of C-CDA R2.1. 
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II. FINDINGS 

Phase 1 of this project was conducted in June and the first half of July. The scope of the initial 

phase covered entering existing C-CDA R2.1 Volume 1 content into Trifolia-on-FHIR.   

 

The resources working on the project had deep familiarity with the C-CDA R2.1 Version 1 

material. As a team they possessed strong word processing and website development skills, and 

had prior experience working with Trifolia-on-FHIR page editing. 

 

The team attempted to reproduce all aspects of C-CDA R2.1 Volume 1 using the Trifolia-on-FHIR 

page editing features.  To see the current state of the resulting work visit,  https://trifolia-fhir-

dev.lantanagroup.com/lantana_prod_hapi_r4/implementation-guide/mR00Moe1/view 

 

Despite best efforts, the team is not satisfied with the quality of the results achieved. The 

output includes many major issues that could not be overcome with the Trifolia-on-FHIR tool in 

its current level of maturity. 

 

Also, the team experienced several major issues with the page editor that made this initial 

phase of the task challenging.  These issues would also cause challenges if more content from 

the C-CDA Companion Guide were attempted to be added as a second phase. 

 

The list below enumerates the issues that were experienced: 

 

1. Importing photos requires several steps requiring the user to navigate to other areas to 

upload the file rather than being able to upload inline. The process is not intuitive nor 

are directions available from the editor area.  

 

2. When content needs to be moved to a different level, the user must copy the text, 

create a new page within the new level/chapter, paste all the material into the new 

page, then delete the initial page. Chapter renumbering changes then need to be 

applied manually.   

 

3. Numbering of chapters does not appear to be automatic which creates a tedious, time 

consuming, manual process that is highly prone to human error and must be performed 

over and over as content is moved during the editing process. 

 

https://trifolia-fhir-dev.lantanagroup.com/lantana_prod_hapi_r4/implementation-guide/mR00Moe1/view
https://trifolia-fhir-dev.lantanagroup.com/lantana_prod_hapi_r4/implementation-guide/mR00Moe1/view
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4. Table borders show in the “view” option in the editing pane, but do not show when 

published. Similar format issues have been discovered with spacing, between the “view” 

and the actual published webpage. This creates the need for the user to save/update 

the text, view the page/s on the web, make notes regarding the changes needed, then 

return to the editing pages to fix issues. 

 

5. Users cannot view the published version and make updates within the same browser 

window. Users must use different browsers in order to access both screens. This creates 

the need (finding 4) to manually record any issues that need to be changed in the editor 

pages.  

 

6. Additionally, private browser windows do not allow publishing new material. A user 

with only one browser type must download another browser to view/publish/edit or 

address the needs described in findings 4 and 5 above.  

 

7. There is no intuitive way to including graphics, shapes or icons. 

 

8. There is no intuitive way to add background color to tables or text. (Bold and italics are 

allowed).  

 

9. In order to save a page, users must select “OK” after editing, then “Save” at the bottom 

of the page. The additional step could be easily overlooked causing work to get lost.  

 

10.  Footnotes appear to begin at “1” for each chapter, even when following the Markdown 

language style for changing the numbering.  

 

11. There are limited options for numbered lists.  It does not support including 

examples/tables within the list. For example (see the second item for numbering issue) 

 

 1. First Item on list            vs.         1. First item on list 

     Example of coding                                 (no example) 

 1. Second item on list               2. Second item on list 

     Example of coding                                  (no example) 

 

9. In order to input a table, a separate website 

(www.tablesgenerator.com/markdown_tables)  is needed to assist with formatting the 

information in a WYSIWYG way.  Although the separate website works relatively well, 

http://www.tablesgenerator.com/markdown_tables
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every time a “:” is introduced into the text of the table, the formatting becomes 

unusable and one must enter all text manually.  

 

10. Bulleted lists/bolding/italics have varied outcomes in the published version while 

appearing the same in the editor. Finding these issues can be very time consuming and 

frustrating for users. (Example: one extra space)       

 

11. There are often titles of chapters that are not followed by any text. (Ex: Introduction) 

These show as an empty webpage with just the title. The only solution is to include the 

heading on a different page, but that would have an undesirable effect on the structure 

of the Table of Contents. 

 

12. Sometimes there are loading issues in which the page will freeze when trying to save or 

update. At times, user will have to login again and work may or may not be saved.  

 

13.  No global changes are possible (i.e. no find and replace function exists to efficiently and 

consistently make a global change of a word or phrase). 

 

14. Special characters require additional Markdown language knowledge (to express “*” 

one must type “&ast” within the text)  

 

15. Sub-headings are depicted with the # character which creates need for additional 

Markdown language to express the # character within the text.  

 

16. When making lists: users must tab over to create correct alignment of subheading for 

each additional line. At times the tabs do not publish as expected and are difficult, time 

consuming, and frustrating to fix.  

 

17. User needs to reference and use numerous additional sites for further help. 

• https://trifolia-fhir-dev.lantanagroup.com/help/AddingImages.html 

• https://simplemde.com/markdown-guide 

• https://github.com/adam-p/markdown-here/wiki/Markdown-Cheatsheet 

• https://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/maruku/markdown_syntax.html#autoesca

pe 

• https://www.tablesgenerator.com/markdown_tables 

 

 

https://trifolia-fhir-dev.lantanagroup.com/help/AddingImages.html
https://trifolia-fhir-dev.lantanagroup.com/help/AddingImages.html
https://simplemde.com/markdown-guide
https://simplemde.com/markdown-guide
https://github.com/adam-p/markdown-here/wiki/Markdown-Cheatsheet
https://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/maruku/markdown_syntax.html#autoescape
https://golem.ph.utexas.edu/~distler/maruku/markdown_syntax.html#autoescape
https://www.tablesgenerator.com/markdown_tables
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III. RESULTS AND CONSIDERATONS 

To view the output produced to date for this task visit: 

https://trifolia-fhir-dev.lantanagroup.com/lantana_prod_hapi_r4/implementation-

guide/mR00Moe1/view 

 

Markdown language is not as intuitive to use as word processing programs and it is far more 

challenging to use when applying more complex test formatting. Every font or layout 

adjustment requires additional steps within Markdown. It is not an especially difficult 

programming language to use, but within the editing process associated with Trifolia-on-FHIR, it 

requires multiple steps to ensure that the published version reflects the intention of the author. 

The process is time consuming and cumbersome. For example, to publish and view the effects 

of a single Markdown modification made to fix a rendering problem, it takes seven steps to see 

how the update impacts the viewable page. 

 

Work to incorporate more material from the C-CDA R2.1 Companion Guide R2 will not 

commence until ballot reconciliation of that work completes at the end of August. However, 

when considering the length of the Companion Guide, the number of footnotes includes, the 

need for chapter heading numbers, and the large number of tables within that document, 

moving this content into Trifolia-on-FHIR seems like a daunting task.  While it may be possible 

to accomplish the needed text formatting with Markdown language, it would be tedious and 

challenging to add this content using the page editor of Trifolia-on-FHIR at its current level of 

maturity. 

  

This task also was intended to include the work to incorporate additional content from the C-

CDA R2.1 Companion Guide R2. However, given the results of phase I, it may make sense to 

consider these findings before authorizing phase 2 of this task to move forward with additional 

updating of the C-CDA R2.1 Volume 1 information in the Trifolia-on-FHIR tool. It also is a good 

time to reconsider where the larger C-CDA R2.2 project stands. If results of the exploration to 

produce C-CDA R2.1 Volume 2 material with FHIR tooling do not show high feasibility, it may 

not make sense to do more work on Volume 1 using this approach.  

 

 

 

https://trifolia-fhir-dev.lantanagroup.com/lantana_prod_hapi_r4/implementation-guide/mR00Moe1/view
https://trifolia-fhir-dev.lantanagroup.com/lantana_prod_hapi_r4/implementation-guide/mR00Moe1/view

